Characterizing the complexity of spontaneous electrical signals in cultured neuronal networks using approximate entropy.
In this paper, neurons were cultured on a substrate above a multielectrode array, so the changes of electrophysiological activity patterns during development of the neuronal network or in response to environmental perturbations were monitored. But the complexity of these spontaneous activity patterns is not well understood. In order to solve the problem, a comprehensive method (approximate entropy (ApEn) in combination with a "sliding window" over the data) is introduced to quantify the complexity of four spontaneous activity patterns (sporadic spikes, tonic spikes, pseudobursts, and typical bursts) in cultured hippocampal neuronal networks. The results show that the dynamic curves of ApEn illustrate vivid differences between the four patterns and the values of ApEn fall into different ranges. Among these patterns, the complexity of tonic spikes is the highest while that of pseudobursts is the lowest. This suggests that the proposed method is a valid procedure for tracking the dynamic variation in neuronal signals and can distinguish the different firing patterns of neuronal networks in terms of their complexity.